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Siddhartha Arts Foundation (SAF) is a non-profit organization (est. 2011) that aims to realize 
the city of Kathmandu as a hub for the arts. SAF’s primary engagement has been to bring 
international attention to contemporary art practices of Nepal through the Kathmandu 
International Art Festival. Along with sister institutions: Siddhartha Art Gallery (est. 1987) and 
the Kathmandu Contemporary Art Centre (est. 2010), the Foundation works with various 
institutional partners towards its mission of nuturing a viable art industry in Nepal.  

In 2014, realizing the critical need for capacity building amongst existing and new art 
leaders, SAF partnered with the Centre for Culture and Development, Denmark (CKU) to 
create the Education Initiative (SAFEI). Through this 3-year long pilot program SAF hopes to 
develop a model for training art managers, curators and art critics through short, intensive 
workshops lead by regional and international experts. 

Besides organizing workshops, the Education Initiative offers research and project grants, 
placements and is working towards building a robust infrastructure for future growth, 
including a library and an e-learning portal.

ABOUT



VISION

SAF Education Initiative envisions a thriving Nepali art industry

where a receptive public engages with a

responsive contemporary artist scene sustained by a

resource pool of leaders who bridge the two communities 

Sujan Chitrakar, Program Coordinator at Centre of Art and Design, Kathmandu University installing the Birendra Pratap: A Retrospective exhibition as 
the curator of the show. This placement was supported by SAF Education post Chitrakar’s participation in its Curatorial Studies program. 



SAFEI builds bridges: it trains curators, art managers and art critics, who connect artists 
(and their work) to the public, in order to bolster community engagement with the arts 
and to foster a culture of art appreciation and integration. SAFEI focuses on the links, the 
liaisons of the industry to impact both ends of the spectrum: to challenge artists to be 
self-reflexive and to sensitize the public to artistic creations. 

SAFEI values are to strives for social and cultural impact. It believes in the right to culture – 
that the arts is most relevant in the public domain. 

To train existing and new art managers, curators and art critics in Nepal through a 
structured program while making provisions to train trainers. 

To form national and regional partnerships to support programming for continued 
engagement in development of the Nepali art industry.

To explore the arts and its tangents through rigorous research in order to provide valuable 
input for all stakeholders.

To create opportunities through collaborative platforms and financial support.

To challange existing art praxis by critically assessing and responding to current challenges 
in the art industry. 
 

MISSION/VALUES

GOALS



PORGRAMS

Pioneering, Transacademic & Interdisciplinary Courses

Workshop on “Globalization and Locality” facilitated by Marlène Harles, a PhD candidate in Transcultural Studies (GPTS) at the Cluster of Excellence 
“Asia and Europe in a Global Context,” University of Heidelberg.



CURATORIAL STUDIES

The role of the curator is evolving. It is no longer about specialized knowledge for the 
benefit of a niche market - the focus today has become more expansive, often extending 
beyond the walls of galleries. It is no longer just about selection and placement of 
artworks or artifacts but equally of engaging audiences, empowering collaborations and 
innovation both in a physical and virtual space. 

As the visual arts and cultural institutions of Nepal are yet to benefit trained curators, 
SAFEI hopes to carry out 4 individual sessions on curatorial studies between 2014 and 
2016, beginning with an introductory overview. These workshops will cover 20 hours of 
course material each and target individuals and institutions who are versed in organizing 
exhibitions and art events. The workshops will also see the inclusion of other relevant 
participants. 

Internationally established curators will be enlisted to facilitate these workshops. The four 
sessions will cover the following topics:

- Introduction to Curatorial Practices: The Role of the Curator
 - Introduction to Virtual Curating
 - Globalization and Locality
- Curating in Public Spaces
- Artist as a Curator
- [Special session] Art Lab with  Råderum and Images Festival, Denmark



Critique session hosted with German academicians and practicing contemporary artists at the Siddhartha Art Gallery, Kathmandu, Nepal.

Grants, Placements, E-learning, Library 

Skill building for artists, institutional support for art events 

AUGMENTED SERVICES



ART CRITICISM

In Nepal, print publications and news outlets are critical to audience development. 
Arts coverage is important for promoting events, artists and their artworks, additionally it 
validates artist’s/arts institution’s work by raising awareness of the values and impact of 
art. Which in turn can help economic growth within the artist community. Arts coverage 
also builds social capital by propagating a sense of shared identity, ownership and by 
accentuating diversity through creative practices. Most importantly, it creates dialogue on 
critical social issues.

Arts coverage matters. To strengthen communication between the artist community 
and the public, SAFEI aims to host workshops on art criticism through 2015 and 2016, with 
a balanced approach to theory and practice. Concurrently, the Foundation hopes to 
develop a manual for art writers that will be freely distributed. 

Like the curatorial program, the first session will be dedicated to an introductory overview, 
with subsequent courses tackling more in-depth exploration of certain schools of thoughts 
within the canon of art criticism. 

Art Criticism courses will cater to both Nepali and English writers and will be coupled with 
lectures on Nepali art by celebrated artists and experts. 



PROJECT GRANTS

PIONEERING COURSES

Birendra Pratap Singh: A Retropsective was one of the first showcase to have a Nepali artist working as a designated curator. Artworks by Singh were 
used during the curatorial practice workshops to discuss possible approaches to the visual arrangment. 

INCENTIVES

PAID TEACHING-ASSISTANTSHIP

BECOME A PAID FACILITATOR



ART MANAGEMENT

The Art Management program is the largest component of SAFEI - compromising of 10 
consecutive workshops (held between September, 2015 - March, 2016) that hope to 
cover more than 120 hours of course material. This component is meant for students of 
management and fine arts, as well as existing art managers who will be selected through 
an open call in multiple cities across Nepal. 

The curriculum for the component was developed from the standards of the Association 
of Art Administration Educators (AAAE). Each workshop covers foundational topics 
without restriction on disciplines of arts considered. There are two major groupings 
of the workshops - national and international. National workshops deal specifically 
with management topics and will be lead by Nepali facilitators. On the other hand, 
international workshops look at interdisciplinary topics which tailor certain theories of 
management to the needs of arts institutions and projects. These workshops will be co-led 
by a national and international facilitator.

NATIONAL
- Leadership & Management (Orientation)
- Financial Managment
- Organizational Behavior, Labor Magement
- Policies, Research and Methodology

INTERNTATIONAL
- Strategic Planning for Arts Institutions
- International Environment for the Arts 
- Art and Community Engagement
- Production and Distribution of Art
- Marketing and Audience Development
- Resource Mobilization

As this particular component requires longer commitments from participants (6 months) 
several incentives are being offered. These include earning through paid positions as 
teaching assistants for the international workshops and by becoming a SAFEI facilitator 
to conduct workshops outside the city of Kathmandu. Futhermore, when participants 
complete the entire program they are eligible for SAFEI project grants. These grants 
can be used to create short-term art projects that will be funded and incubated by the 
Foundation and evaluated by a team of experts upon completion. Scholarship for 3 
participants (for those applying from out of Kathmandu) is also being offered. 



Urban artist Kiran Maharjan of ArtLab presenting at Bijeshwori HS School on the economic opportunities of doing street art.

PARTNERS

PUBLICATIONS

GALLERIES, RESIDENCIES, COLLECTORS, STUDIOS

ARTISTS, COLLECTIVES

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

GOVERNMENTAL/NON GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

EDUCATORS

CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS



After the conclusion of Phase I (at the end of 2016), SAFEI will have created susbtantial 
art capital for future growth. Following these achievements, SAF hopes to instigate 
cooperation with local academic institutions to create an accredited seminar on the 
topic of art managment. The Foundation will continue to host individual sessions on its 
own for continued education of active art leaders. 

In Phase II, the augmented services of the pilot program, ie. research, grants, 
placements, e-learning will take center-stage. Focusing on these aspects and scaling 
down the physical training sessions envisioned to save on costs while still supporting 
capacity building and providing valuable resources for the artist community. 

LOOKING FORWARD
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FOR FACILITAORS

SAF Education Initiative needs your support! Join our team as we create innovative 
programming to help Nepali contemporary art practices to reach newer heights. 
Let’s make a difference together!

Our workshops are flexible and facilitators assume full discretion on the structure. 
SAF supports facilitators with relevant case studies and also provides national 
collaborators prior to arrival. SAF only sources the most enthusiastic and diligent 
participants, making our workshops highly engaged and interactive.

Working with SAF is a great way of being experiencing Kathmandu and being 
introduced to Nepali arts. The Foundation cover costs of air travel, local hospitality, 
food and also provides a stipend for all visiting facilitators. 

For more information please contact Nischal Oli, Lead Coordinator of the Education 
Initiative by emailing nischal.oli@gmail.com.
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